Christ Church CE Junior School
With God’s help, we strive to care, share, love & learn

Welcome
At Christ Church we are very proud of our school. It is a nurturing and caring
environment, with an excellent staff who are fully committed to the pupils, wonderful
grounds and is very well resourced. There are 256 children aged from 7-11 in our
friendly two-form entry junior school. We strive to provide an environment in which
children feel safe, secure, confident, happy, valued and involved.
As an inclusive school we are passionate about meeting all children’s needs, both
emotionally and academically, ensuring their happiness in our safe and nurturing
environment. We strive as a whole school community to provide a creative
and imaginative curriculum that opens windows into an inviting world, rich in
opportunities for the children to enjoy. Our aim is for children to thrive in a learning
environment that is designed to engage and excite and is constantly evolving to
meet the needs of our pupils. The focus on developing a lifelong love of learning is
underpinned by rigorous attention to the development of essential basic skills. This
focus and attention, combined with ongoing teacher assessment, ensures that each
child is thoroughly prepared for the next stage of learning and has the opportunity to
maximise his or her potential.
We passionately believe in the educational development of the whole child. We
offer a wide range of opportunities for curriculum enrichment through theme days,
residential and day visits and extra-curricular activities. We value all our children’s
achievements and enjoy celebrating all their successes. Children are actively
encouraged to show consideration for others, respect for the environment and each
other and a commitment to producing high standards in all aspects of their education.
Our school is a vibrant place to work and play and is highly regarded for its welcoming
and caring Christian ethos.
I am sure that by working together we can give our children the strongest possible
educational foundation upon which to build all their future achievements.

Neil Tucker
Headteacher

Our Vision
We strive to provide the best for all of our children supporting academic
achievement, high standards of behaviour and a wide choice of opportunities in
music, art, computing and sport to provide all children with an inspiring, creative
and challenging education in an emotionally secure and safe environment.

Our Ethos
The strength of a Christ Church education lies in its commitment to enriched teaching
and learning in all areas of the curriculum. The aim of the education we provide is to
prepare children to participate fully in conversations and debates about the subjects
they are learning both in class and those that interest them outside of school.
Academic achievement is one of our aims and we emphasis cross-curricular links
which are essential to a child’s understanding for overlapping knowledge and drawing
connections between concepts. Outstanding pastoral care ensures that students
leave our school with confidence, respect for others, kindness and a good work
ethic, having developed the value and importance of self-discipline and aspiration.

Our Mission
Nurturing aspiring minds through a Christian ethos

..			

Key Characteristics
• A drive to excel in all we do
• High aspirations with an emphasis on personal achievement and
well being
• High standards of behaviour
• A commitment to kindness, honesty and self- discipline
• Teachers who are passionate about sharing knowledge and are
committed to the school
• Outstanding pastoral care where individualism is celebrated
• Active parental and community involvement
• A broad range of before and after school clubs and activities
• Pupils have key roles and responsibilities which actively support
other pupils across the school

Safeguarding and Child Protection
The school places great emphasis on ensuring the safety of
our pupils. Our safeguarding and child protection policies and
procedures are stringent and staff receive regular training to
ensure consistency of standards and approach. Our pastoral
team provides support and counselling, and this service is
available to all pupils. Ensuring the safety and well-being of
our pupils is of the utmost importance to our school.

“

Staff have established a clear ethos and culture
where pupils achieve well, both academically and
personally.” ...Ofsted 2016

”

Curriculum
Knowledge, Creativity and Culture
We have changed our curriculum this year to give the children an even richer learning
experience. Each year group has a theme that covers the children’s learning for the
year. This means that we have taken the programmes of study from each subject
in the national curriculum to develop and design our own theme. This creative and
integrated curriculum provides greater opportunity for children to make connections
between subjects. We believe that children learn best when they are presented with
ideas and concepts which are interconnected.
For example, in Year 6 students learn about the Titanic: writing advertisements,
newspaper reports, character-based narratives, and formal inquiries into its tragic
sinking. In geography, students study about the Americas. In art, lessons focus on
American landscapes and famous landmarks such as the Statue of Liberty. An art
lesson about the Statue of Liberty links to poetry which links to current events in the
news. Across the school day, teachers and students are discussing the theme to enrich
learning and understanding to ensure students make meaningful links across different
areas of knowledge.
Maths and science are mostly taught as discrete subjects, although it does feature
in other subjects as well. Our approach combines the rigour of a subject-specific
approach with the flexible nature of a topic-based curriculum.

English

Writing, Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling
At Christ Church Juniors, we recognise that English has a pre-eminent place in education
and society, and that the skills of language are essential to participating fully as members
of society.
An important aspect of learning to write well is learning how to use grammar,
punctuation and spelling correctly. We use the ‘Spelling Shed’ website to teach children to
spell; they also have access to this at home.
We teach grammar, punctuation and spelling within our English lessons. We then embed
this learning throughout other subjects, such as historical recounts, geographical
comparison pieces, science experiment write-ups and other cross-curricular learning.
Our engaging cross-curricular lessons help pupils to foster a love of literacy and language
and an enjoyment of learning. We challenge children of all abilities and ensure they
make good progress in all areas of the English curriculum. They are encouraged to have a
growth mind-set and to develop perseverance and resilience.
We celebrate pupil’s hard work, their success and most especially, grit. They are
encouraged to revisit their work, make changes and develop their ideas further to ensure
they achieve their very best. As a result, pupils demonstrate great pride in their work.

Reading
At our school, teachers read aloud to their classes every single day. We value reading
aloud and recognise that sharing a text is a special time which must be guarded.
At Christ Church, we use the Accelerated Reader program. Each child in the school has
their own account so we may collate and monitor their reading progress throughout their
time with us. We can identify pupils who have fallen or who are at risk of falling behind in
their reading and interventions are put in place. We acknowledge that reading enjoyment
and reading achievement are interdependent, so stringent monitoring is key to ensuring
all our pupils can participate fully in the reading curriculum.
A key priority for our pupils is vocabulary development. Teachers use all available
opportunities to clarify and extend pupils’ understanding of new words. Reading for
pleasure sessions are a prime opportunity to do this but new subject vocabulary is also
introduced in all subject lessons. We also stretch the children with a new word each day
from ‘Vocabulary Ninja’.

Reading (continued)
We recognise the need to increase pupils’ reading stamina and their autonomy. Pupils are given
opportunities to read silently in class during D.E.A.R time each day (Drop. Everything. And. Read).
We also recognise the need for them to feel comfortable and cosy while they are reading and each
year group has a dedicated reading area with comfy seating and cushions.
The school library is a an amazing resource used by all classes. We are so lucky to have a talented
and passionate librarian, Mrs Britnell, who helps children to find books whatever their interests.
Our pupils are also involved in running the library: Junior Librarians are nominated and trained to
help with restocking, cataloguing and running the library.
Each week, time is allocated for classes to visit the library and read in a ‘cosy corner’ or in other
shared spaces including the outdoor herb garden or the prayer space. Our pupils love reading
together and they are often seen reading with friends.
All staff at Christ Church model that we are readers by sharing with pupils what we are currently
reading. Teachers and other adults talk enthusiastically about reading and weave their love of
reading into assemblies and presentations. Authors and poets are invited into school and work
with year groups. Poetry is valued here and often features in our displays.
We encourage membership of the local library and good reading habits outside school time. To
this end, we plan school visits to our local library and book shops.

Mathematics
Albert Einstein said, “Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”
Here at Christ Church we encourage the children to question, explore and to think. Through talk,
modelling with resources and picturing problems, the children develop a growth mind-set and
are able to approach mathematical problems with a positive attitude and a respect for the subject.
Over time, children grow in confidence and for many it leads to a lifetime love of mathematics. An
anonymous author once wrote, ‘Good mathematics is not about how many answers you know, but
about how you behave when you don’t know. ‘

benefitfromawiderangeoflearningoppor“Pupils
tunities,includingthroughextra-curricularactivities
...Ofsted2016 ”

Science
How many scientists can you name?
Finished?
Was your name on that list? If not, why not?
Scientists are people who question the world around them and make informed decisions.
We all have to make scientific decisions everyday – whether we know it or not!
What food to eat; when to turn the lights on at home; how to travel to school; or (trying) to catch a ball in
the garden.
So much of the science we do as humans is subconscious; from our heart beating and lungs respiring to
picking things up or our bodies reacting to pain – our brain is processing and responding to millions of
stimuli every second.
At Christ Church we love thinking scientifically about the world around us. We investigate the answers
to questions that we are interested in and reach conclusions based on our own experiments. To see the
science happening in front of your eyes is the most rewarding part!
We break each topic down into manageable chunks, each with their very own BIG question. Lots of skills
are required to answer the question; hypothesising, predicting, calculating, concluding, evaluating and
presenting, which we cover one-by-one, at an age-appropriate level.

Culture
RE
At Christ Church, our key purpose in RE is to support in developing children’s’ understanding of Christianity and
other religions to help them understand the world and their place in it. Our main aim is to develop young people
that are confident in their own beliefs and values to help them become compassionate and responsible members of
society. To meet this aim we follow the scheme of work produced by the Diocese of Canterbury.

History and Geography
At Christ Church, History and Geography are covered with a topic based approach that is exciting, motivating and
cross-curricular. Many historical topics are explored and brought to life for the pupils with dress up days where
children hear stories, taste the food and take part in games and crafts from the time.
In Geography we make the most of being so close to the sea with regular field trips. We investigate local issues so the
children really feel part of their community and develop a questioning curiosity for the world around them.

Modern Foreign Language
Our aim is for all children to have secured a basic understanding of conversational French by the end of Key Stage 2.
All children experience French weekly through a variety of activities such as singing, poetry and games, following a
recognised teaching program. To develop an understanding of other cultures, our classes are named after different
artists who will have links to various countries. We also participate in other cultural days, such as Chinese New
Year and our famous European Christmas market, which encourages the children to learn about different countries,
languages and cultures. A Year 5 day trip to Boulogne, France is another enjoyed annual event. Children are provided
access to the French language not only through lessons but in their daily routine at school, including during
registration and assemblies.

PSHE
At Christ Church we support children on their journey towards self-understanding as growing individuals. PSHE
encourages children to develop empathy, think about the impact of their choices and actions on other children, on
the local community and the global environment. It is integral in all aspects of school life and is underpinned by
strong Christian values and daily collective worship. PSHE helps children to develop the knowledge, understanding
and skills to manage their lives now and in the future. Children have the opportunity to explore their feelings and
how to deal with different situations in a safe and structured environment. Through class discussion, the children
will develop their skills in critical thinking and problem solving. In various cross curricular activities, the children
will focus on topical issues in everyday life. This will be done under various themes such as Sustainability, Values,
Diversity and Cohesion, Friendship and Care, Giving, Global Issues, Keeping Safe, Making a contribution, Money and
Rights and Responsibilities. We aim to provide children with the skills to become independent, confident and wellrounded citizens in an increasingly demanding world with skills to manage their lives now and in the future. PSHE
encourages ALL children to achieve their fullest potential.
To find out more on how you can help your child at home, visit www.gogivers.org/parents/parenting-matters

“

As well as promoting good outcomes academically, the promotion of pupils’ spiritual,
moral, social and cultural development is woven through all of the school’s work
....Ofsted 2016
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Computing
“What did you do at school today?”

“Nothing much.”
Sound familiar? Well how about this instead:

Mum, guess what I did today? I made a robot come to life! I programmed it to tell a joke. We created an e-book
on the iPads to show other kids how to do this. Then we wrote about it on our blogs! Tomorrow we’re going to
use the green screens and iPads to ‘get inside’ our Victorian street scenes we painted in art last week! I can’t wait!
And I nearly forgot, I’m recording my podcast this week in the school radio station… what’s for tea?
Needless to say our computing curriculum is rich and varied and very, very exciting!
At Christ Church we are very proud to say that we now have our own fully functional Radio Station, from
which we can record and broadcast programmes that the children have created. It’s an amazing way to encourage
speaking and listening and celebrate and share the fantastic work and achievements of our pupils with the wider
school community.
Computing is used across the curriculum to enhance teaching and learning. Every teacher has an interactive
display and an iPad from which they are able to display children’s work whilst discussing how best to improve it.
We have laptops and iPads in school which all classes have timetabled slots to use, this ensures all children have
equal access to technology. The children are encouraged to recognise when computing is an effective learning tool
and can use a range of Apps to animate, edit pictures, bring photos to life and even to collate project work. We
have begun to use Augmented Reality to add another dimension to our display boards, children’s work and even
to create a virtual tour of the school.
Within our Computing Curriculum, there are three key areas:

				Creativity
				Coding
				Online Safety

Creativity

As part of their computing curriculum our children are encouraged to be creative and exploratory, using
technology purposefully to make a range of digital content including: films, animations, digital books, posters,
blogs, presentations and 3D models using a wide range of software and a variety of hardware including iPads,
iMacs and Pcs. Our children are also taught how to organise, store and manipulate digital content that they
create.

Coding

All year groups have discrete computing lessons where they learn to design, write and debug programs that
accomplish specific goals. We believe that teaching our children to code helps them to develop their ability to
think logically, predict and reason. As they progress through the school children will develop their programming
skills learning to:
• control and simulate physical systems
• solve problems by breaking them into smaller parts
• use sequence, selection and repetition in programs
• work with variables and various forms of input and output
• detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs

Online Safety

Technology is very much a part of our everyday lives and the internet offers us all amazing opportunities for
communication and collaboration. At Christ Church C.E Junior School we teach our children to understand how
internet services work and how to stay safe online and be a responsible and respectful digital citizen.
Christ Church recognises the importance of keeping children safe when using the internet and every year group
focuses on this aspect of computing in Term 3 to coincide with internet safety week. Although, at Christ Church
every computing lesson taught starts with a reminder of internet safety, we also have E-safety ambassadors
from each class, who the children can report any concerns or worries they may have. These children have
responsibility for promoting internet safety, which they do through awareness raising events such as poster
competitions and podcasts. They meet regularly to check any concerns that have been logged by the peers and
have trained support staff on hand to help them with advice for their classmates.

Creativity
Art
The Art and Design Programme at Christ Church CoE Junior School is committed to creating a learning
environment in which students study and explore in the same way as artists and designers and historians. Each
project is complemented by the development of an arts vocabulary, the study of the history of art and local
visits (field lessons.) The possession of an arts vocabulary promotes development of strong communication
skills, encouraging students to speak for themselves and articulate their views confidently. In learning to express
themselves in visual ways, students will sharpen their powers of observation, imagination, and invention. We aim
to help students develop their creativity, as well as the ability to communicate their understanding of the world
around them through visual arts.
A major focus of this year’s curriculum is the sketchbook as a means of observing, recording, and learning about
the environment that surrounds us. Thanet is an area of great natural beauty with a rich history. The sketchbook
is a means of capturing what is learned from the local area during field lessons. It is also a means for children
to consider ideas, explore forms in which they are interested, record reflections, problem-solve and plan future
projects.

Music
Music at Christ Church is an exciting and varied subject. Within the classroom curriculum, the classes study
different genres of music each year. The children also look at the ‘building blocks’ of music and how these are
key to the music. It is a diverse programme, incorporating music appreciation as well as giving the children the
chance to perform the music and create their own.
Outside the curriculum, Praise and Reflect takes place once a week, during which the children learn religious
and secular songs, in unison and harmony. There is a thriving choir who learns a variety of songs, performing at
different events throughout the year. The choir also has the opportunity to perform at Margate Winter Gardens
theatre. This is a fantastic chance both for the children to sing in a professional theatre and to be a part of a
large choir. There is also a lively music group, giving children who learn a musical instrument a chance to play
together, learning important ensemble skills.

“Teachers act as facilitators of the in

selves by looking closely at art and
...Arts Council 2019

Design Technology
At Christ Church, we believe Design Technology is best taught through topic based cross-curricular
lessons demonstrating to our pupils that it is part of our everyday lives. Pupils are encouraged to work both
independently and as a team, learning the importance of co-operation. They develop their knowledge through
researching, exploring and evaluating existing products to later assist their own ideas for design.
After making a prototype of a product using a variety of materials and techniques, the next stage is creating their
own design criteria, taking into account the end user, materials and skills needed. With constant reference made to
the design criteria, the pupils make their own product. A final evaluation is then made where the pupils consider if
the end users’ needs have been met.
We have a clear progression of technical/practical skills taught throughout the year groups, with a wide variety
of tools and equipment to support this, which the children are encouraged to use safely. The latest addition to our
Design Technology curriculum at Christ Church offers all children the chance to develop technical skills through
Lego Education. Our topics vary with each year group, from making a working lighthouse in Year 3, constructing
Roman ballistas in Year 4 as part of their Roman Empire topic, to making working moon buggies for astronauts
in Year 5 and egg protectors in Year 6!
We now have a greater focus on Nutrition within the Design Technology curriculum with our annual ‘Come Dine
with me’ cooking event taking place again later this academic year. We believe it is essential our pupils are taught
about the importance of a healthy, balanced diet enabling them to make healthier choices about their eating
in the future. A progression of nutrition skills are built upon each year, ranging from practical skills to how food
is processed and where it is sourced. Each class creates simple savoury dishes throughout the year, from Greek
cheese pie to Chinese fried rice. We also celebrate many festivals throughout the year and create typical significant
foods.
We encourage strong links with the community and other schools to widen our pupils DT knowledge,
experiences and enjoyment. At Christ Church we know we are nurturing and encouraging our innovators of the
future!

nformation students uncover themd talking collectively in groups
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Physical Education
At Christ Church, we recognise the contribution and importance of Physical Education
and Sport to the health and well-being of every child. We have an ongoing ambition to
deliver an innovative, high quality and varied PE curriculum, as well as extra-curricular
opportunities that have a positive influence on the attitude, concentration and academic
achievement of all our children.
We believe in giving every child, every opportunity to be active and informed of the
importance of living a healthy life. We deliver 2 hours per week of PE throughout each
year group in the school where we inspire all pupils to succeed and excel in competitive
sport and other physically-demanding activities.
In addition, we have an exceptionally dedicated PE and Sports staff as well as other
external specialist coaches who promote school sport at all levels and who work
exceptionally hard to create opportunities and memorable experiences for our pupils.

education is a
“Physical
strong feature of the
curriculum” ...Ofsted 2016

Extra Curricular Activities
Breakfast Club
Breakfast club is available all week from 7.45 am to 8.30 am. There is a variety
of healthy and nutritious breakfast options and activities to ensure the children
have a good start to the day.

After School Clubs
We run clubs and activities after school for a small fee. Examples of our school
clubs include: cookery, football, netball, badminton, rugby, textiles, musical
theatre, french and computing to name a few.
Many of our clubs are seasonal so our menu of options changes to provide variety
and continued interest. There is something for everybody to choose from.

“

Mutually beneficial relationships which encourage
and support the pupils and their families lie at the
heart of all that is done in the school.
...SIAMS Inspection 2017
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